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 OF HORMONES AND BRAINS   

   Do Brains Have a Sex? 

 Brain sex? John Money and Anke Ehrhardt proposed the idea decades 

ago. Th ey drew the phrase from studies done on rats, birds, and the 

occasional primate. And the concept has had great staying power. 

Critics, myself included, have launched assaults on its edifi ce, but these 

have been repelled time after time. Today, if you let a computer search 

engine loose on the phrase, link after link turns up. Th ere are books 

titled  Brain Sex . Th ere are self help guides to using knowledge about 

brain sex to advance one’s career. Th ere are theories of primary and 

secondary education based on the premise that boys and girls have 

diff erent brains. And more—YouTube videos by the title, critiques of 

the idea, BBC nature fi lms on the topic. You name it! You can probably 

fi nd it. 

 Th e idea of brain sex has acquired a cultural valence and resonance 

that goes far beyond the scientifi c evidence that supports it. It is, in 

short, a meme,  1   which may explain why mere evidence cannot dislodge 

it from its secure castle. Ben Franklin is alleged to have said that: “One 

of the greatest tragedies in life is the murder of a beautiful theory by a 

gang of brutal facts.” In the pages which follow we will explore the more 

scientifi c accounts of brain sex, evaluating what we do and do not know 

about the topic. Beware. You may witness a gang of brutal facts in action.  
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  Brain Story I—Th e Genes (in Mice) 

 During the summer of 2010, in an article in the  New York Times , science 

writer Nicholas Wade highlighted recent fi ndings on gene activity in 

the (mouse) brain (Wade, 2010). At fi rst blush, the story does not appear 

even to address the development of brain sex. Th at is, if what we mean 

by brain sex is the development of anatomical and functional brain 

diff erences in male and female fetuses, leading to sex-related diff erences 

in behavior after birth. But following the twists and turns of this complex 

story not only reveals some pretty interesting new science, it also 

demonstrates the memish nature of the idea of brain sex. 

 Th e story starts with Mom and Dad. During the process of producing 

either eggs or sperm, certain genes in each parent are temporarily modi-

fi ed. Modifi ed genes are said to be  imprinted  by a chemical addition to 

the control element of the gene. Th is addition inactivates the gene 

during embryonic development. Th e process is called  epigenetic modifi ca-

tion . It is  epi  (over or above the gene) rather than actually genetic; i.e. it 

does not involve a genetic mutation, which would permanently alter the 

gene’s structure. Sometimes imprinting suppresses the activity of a 

particular gene contributed by the mother but not the father. When this 

happens, the embryo must receive a good copy of the gene from the 

father in order to survive.  2   For other genes, the paternal contribution is 

suppressed and maternal gene expression predominates in the embryo 

(see  Figure 4.1 ). 

 When this form of diff erential contribution from egg and sperm was 

fi rst discovered, scientists thought that it applied to only a small number 

of genes. More recent fi ndings in mice, however, show parentally biased 

gene expression for over 1,300 genes. For 347 of these genes, either the 

mother’s or the father’s copy was more actively expressed in particular 

regions of the developing brain (Gregg, Zhang, Butler, Haig, & Dulac, 

2010). Even more intriguing is the fi nding that in the embryonic mouse 

brain, maternally contributed gene expression predominates, but in 

adult mice paternally contributed genes are preferentially active. 

Furthermore—and here the story gets a little dicey in terms of evidence, 

but also fascinating in terms of potential for future research revela-

tions—the parental imprinting eff ects may work diff erently in the brains 



   Figure 4.1     Mechanics of imprinting.     

 For a color version of this fi gure please go to  www.routledge.com/cw/fausto-sterling    

http://www.routledge.com/cw/fausto-sterling
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of sons and daughters (Gregg, Zhang, Weissbourd, Luo, Schroth, Haig, 

et al., 2010). 

 Th e popular press presents these complex molecular events as a “tug of 

war” between parental genes. Th e  New York Times  quotes study’s authors: 

“in your brain, your mom and your dad keep telling you what to do . . .” 

(Wade, 2010). While popularizers suggest that parents struggle to gain 

greater infl uence over their off spring, they also imply that in the end the 

confl ict somehow produces diff erent brains in male and female off spring. 

Here the chain of logic gets truly brittle. It is simply unclear how 

diff erential  parental  expression in all fetuses leads to diff erent brain 

function in male vs female  fetal  brains and, in turn, to diff erent patterns 

of male and female behavior. Nonetheless, this new work on parental 

imprinting and gene expression in the brain does something pretty 

important: it complicates a simpler, deeply entrenched story that fetal 

hormonal sex produces or causes brain sex diff erentiation.  

  Brain Story II—Hormones (Birds) 

 What  is  brain sex? Scientists use the term in three basic ways—

measurable anatomy, brain physiology, and behavioral diff erences attrib-

uted to brain function. None of these are mutually exclusive. Th e most 

obvious is anatomy. For example, in humans, at the level of average 

diff erences between populations males have slightly larger brains than 

females. Such diff erences are not absolute: many men have smaller 

brains than many women, and vice versa. So while size is an example of 

a population-level sex diff erence, it can hardly count as brain sex—if we 

defi ne the latter as something that diff ers between most men and most 

women. If overall size can’t count as brain sex, what about diff erences in 

brain substructure? First, all males and all females have the same basic 

brain parts. However, some may be larger in males than in females, or 

vice versa. 

 Consider the canary. When not busy serving as an early warning 

system for coal miners, the male canary sings his heart out, using a song 

that female canaries don’t sing at all. In a now classic study, behavioral 

biologists Fernando Nottebohm and Arthur Arnold (Nottebohm & 

Arnold, 1976) showed that the specifi c region of the canary brain 
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responsible for the male song was strikingly larger in males than females. 

Furthermore, when they injected females with testosterone, their song 

specifi c region grew and the girls started to sing a version of the missing 

song. Here, then, is direct evidence of something we can call brain sex: 

usually male and female canaries have a large anatomical (size/neuron 

number) diff erence in a specifi c region of the brain; the diff erence 

can be linked to a specifi c function and high concentrations of a sex-

diff erentiated hormone. Furthermore, when the sex that lacks the 

hormone receives it via injection, the cells in the specifi c location 

increase in number under the infl uence of a hormone, and a specifi c 

sex-diff erentiated function appears. 

 But life, and especially natural diversity, is rarely consistent or simple. 

For canaries and a number of other songbirds, more brain “hardware” 

correlates with more singing. Structure precedes function. But the same 

cannot be said for all birds. For example, African forest weaver birds 

have clear male–female anatomical diff erences in specifi c “song control” 

regions of the brain. Yet, males and females sing almost identical 

songs, usually in loving unison. Th is brain sex story is far from a simple 

equation between structure and function. 

 Male and female forest weaver mates sing in unison. Given the earlier 

work on canaries, scientists predicted that their brain anatomy in the 

crucial areas responsible for song production would be identical. But, 

when they looked (remember that gang of facts, assaulting the beautiful 

theory), they found that for both volume and number of neurons, males 

had more than 1.5 times larger structures than females. However, when 

they examined the levels of gene expression for several genes known 

for their specialized activity in vocalization areas of the brain, they 

found what amounts to an inverse image of the anatomical diff erences: 

while the male brain regions for singing were larger and had more cells, 

song-crucial gene activity in the female was much greater than in the 

male. In eff ect the gene action advantage canceled out the size advan-

tage leading to equal song production abilities (Gahr, Metzdorf, 

Schmidl, & Wickler, 2008; Gahr, Sonnenschein, & Wickler, 1998). 

 Th is seems pretty messy. Why not just have equally sized brain struc-

tures for equally performed functions? We don’t know for sure, but 
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researchers have suggested some hypotheses that depend on the forest 

weavers’ evolutionary history. What if, for example, the forest weavers 

descended from ancestors that were more like canaries in terms of song 

patterns? Th at is, the males sang and the females didn’t. In these ances-

tors, a canary-style pattern of brain structure existed. Perhaps due to 

small natural variations in testosterone production, female singing 

started to evolve and duet-facilitated pairing slowly resulted; if there 

were strong reproductive advantages to couples in which both sexes 

sang together (birds that sing together swing together?), how might 

females ramp up their singing capacity? Natural selection for ever-

increasing testosterone levels probably wouldn’t have worked. First, in 

canaries long periods of high testosterone actually start to inhibit vocal 

development. Second, long periods of elevated testosterone would prob-

ably interfere with female reproductive abilities. So how else could 

selection for increased female singing act? Plausibly, by favoring 

increased activity levels for critical genes involved in song production. 

Th is would involve increased frequencies of subtle mutations in the 

population, or epigenetic changes at the gene regulatory sites governing 

the critically acting genes. In short, there is more than one way to get a 

bird to sing. Future research will certainly test this and other hypoth-

eses, so stay tuned.  

  Brain Story III—Th e Rodents 

 As with humans, when the bipotential gonad transforms into a testis in 

XY rodents, it starts to pump out testosterone. In rodents we know that 

this hormone makes its way to the brain, and that in some parts of the 

brain, enzymes convert it to estrogen. Th e estrogen, in turn, has proven 

developmental eff ects on two regions of the brain—small centers within 

the hypothalamus, and the preoptic area (see  Figure 4.2 ). Th ese two regions 

are critical sites for regulation of physiological functions related specifi cally 

to reproduction—i.e. regulation of the patterns of testis function vs ovarian 

development and cyclical ovulation, and of hormonal regulation of preg-

nancy, delivery, and lactation. So far so good, and not too surprising. 

 In the late 1950s a germinal paper appeared that expanded the concept 

that fetal hormones aff ected the development of reproductive physiology, 
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to the more general idea that fetal hormones “organized” brain develop-

ment in ways that might aff ect a wide variety of sex- diff erentiated 

behaviors (Fausto-Sterling, 2000; McCarthy & Konkle, 2005). Th e 

specifi c studies, performed on guinea pigs (I know, they are not 

technically rodents, but get thrown into the rodent basket to simplify 

discussion), examined mounting behavior (in males) and receptive back-

arching (lordosis) in females; thus this most conclusive evidence of 

prenatal brain organization extended still to only very specifi c behaviors 

related to reproduction. Since 1959 a very large number of studies have 

invoked the idea that prenatal hormones organize the fetal brain (i.e. 

produce  brain sex ) and that such fetal “organization” forms the basis for a 

wide variety of diff erent behaviors and abilities. Th is includes claims that 

human (and rodent) males and females have diff erent mental abilities 

because they were exposed to diff erent hormonal cocktails  in utero . 

 While in the ensuing 50 odd years we have learned an enormous 

amount about the cellular and molecular mechanisms by which 

hormones aff ect nervous tissue development (Morris, Jordan, & 

Breedlove, 2004; Simerly, 2002), evidence that these hormones produce 

specifi c brain changes related to non-reproductive behaviors, even in 

   Figure 4.2      Classic model of the organizational and activational effects of steroids on development: 
reproduction parameters     .
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rodents, remains weak (Fine, 2010; Jordan-Young, 2010; McCarthy & 

Konkle, 2005; Morris et al., 2004). Two University of Maryland-based 

neuroscientists, M. M. McCarthy, and A. T. Konkle (2005) argue force-

fully that “there has been an increasing tendency to equate ‘sex diff er-

ences’ with ‘sex dimorphisms’.” By “dimorphism,” they mean large 

diff erences that have little overlap (e.g. the diff erence in the song region 

of the brain in male and female canaries), be they behavioral or anatom-

ical. Th e more commonly used phrase “sex diff erence,” however, refers to 

small average diff erences between two groups, with considerable overlap 

(e.g. the diff erences found between males and females on language 

ability performances on college test scores). (As an illustration, we can 

think of a dimorphism as being analogous to the diff erence in size 

between a chihuahua and a Saint Bernard (see  Figure 4.3 ). Not much 

   Figure 4.3      (a) Comparing chihuahuas to Saint Bernards.      (b)   Comparing huskies to German 
shepherds    .

 Source: Alyce Santoro for the author .
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overlap in size there. On the other hand, German shepherds are on 

average somewhat larger than huskies, but there is quite a bit of size 

overlap.) While there are well established examples in rodents and birds 

of brain sex dimorphisms, the strong cases all have something to do 

with reproduction—the one place where we might expect it. But still, if 

not rodents, then maybe primates show brain sex that governs a wide 

variety of non-reproductive behaviors. 

 Some “older work,” that is work that is well known and has been in 

the literature for a good 20 years, illustrates certain of the conceptual 

problems we face in trying to pinpoint sex diff erences in neural tissue 

that function in the cognitive or sensory parts of the brain rather than 

being primary in reproductive function. Th ere are lots of studies of sex 

diff erences in the brains of lab rats. In most cases the rats are raised to 

be general issue. After they are weaned they are isolated in wire cages 

and all fed and watered alike. Th ere is not much to do in those cages. 

But what happens if they are raised in an enriched environment? (Th ink 

how diff erent the experience of a wild rat must be.) 

 In the 1980s experimental psychologist Janice Juraska started 

comparing the brains of rats raised in the standard isolated way 

(IC=Isolated Condition) with those raised in an enriched environment 

(EC=Environmentally Complex). Once weaned, these latter rats got to 

live in a group home with about a dozen rats of the same sex. Not only 

that, every day Juraska removed the previous day’s toys and put in 

diff erent ones. Th en she compared anatomical diff erences in the nerve 

cells of males and females raised under either the IC or EC conditions. 

She specifi cally looked at non-reproductive areas of the brain—the 

cerebral cortex, and the corpus callosum. Since the general take home 

message—environment aff ects sex diff erences—was the same for each 

brain region we only need to see her results for the hippocampus to get 

the big lesson ( Juraska, 1991). 

 Th e hippocampus plays an important role in spatial navigation and 

long term memory and has been invoked to explain alleged diff erences 

in spatial ability in rodents and in humans. (I say “alleged” because there 

is disagreement about the existence or at least the origins of such diff er-

ences.) Juraska took rats at weaning and housed them in either EC or 
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IC environments for a month, until they reached puberty. She then 

measured the degree of branching of individual hippocampal neurons. 

Th e degree of branching provided a measure of how well connected 

each neuron was with other neurons. In the IC conditions there was a 

clear sex diff erence: neurons from males were more highly branched 

than ones from females. Th e diff erences were of the husky–German 

shepherd size, 1.1 to 1.2 times as much branching in the (IC) male 

compared to the (IC) female brains. 

 When Juraska compared the hippocampus of EC rats there was a 

similar sized sex diff erence, but with a surprising twist. Th is time the 

females had more highly branched neurons than the males! Will the 

real sex diff erence please stand up? Well, of course, both sex diff erences 

are real, but they only apply to the environment in which the rats grew 

up. Th e lesson, then, for these studies of sex diff erences in the anatomy 

of non-reproductive brain regions is twofold. First, the size of the diff er-

ences is considerably smaller than diff erences found in brain regions 

governing reproduction. Second, the direction of diff erence changes 

dramatically depending on the rearing environment. 

 Juraska also wondered whether and how hormones might be involved 

in producing the sex diff erences. She found that for the males, testos-

terone probably suppresses the ability of their hippocampal neurons to 

respond to the enriched environment. Th e possible role of estrogen in 

the neuronal branching is less clear and she concludes that we are still 

far from understanding the role of hormones in the sexual diff erentia-

tion of this and other regions of the brain.  

  Brain Story IV—Humans 

 Sex-related development in the rodent nervous system depends on 

particular mixes of hormone, age, strain and species, maternal attention, 

and rearing environment. Is this also true for humans? In rodents, no 

matter how complex the story is, scientists conduct controlled experi-

ments. Th ey manipulate variables, removing gonads, adding in hormones; 

they raise animals in impoverished or enriched environments and cross 

foster pups between anxious or calm mothers. Because we have high 

ethical standards for the conduct of research on human subjects, 
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however, none of this can we willfully do in humans. Instead we resort 

to so-called “quasi-experiments.” In a true experiment investigating the 

eff ects of prenatal hormones on human brain development, scientists 

would randomly assign subjects to receive particular hormone exposures 

and would follow their development over a lifetime. Since this would be 

unethical, scientists instead rely on less robust evidence. Th ey stitch 

together information from developmental accidents—hormonal expo-

sures due to medicines ingested during pregnancy and the like. 

 In a quasi-experiment much is unknown. Usually we do not know the 

dose of hormone exposure, nor its exact timing and duration. In humans, 

genital and reproductive structures develop fairly quickly and early in 

fetal development. Th e human brain, however, develops slowly but 

continuously throughout fetal development. Th e baby arrives with some 

basic shelving—the parts of the brain (cerebrum, cerebellum, etc.) are 

fl eshed out and there are many nerve cells (neurons). But the nerve cells 

still need a lot of refi nement. For one thing—relative to a 5 year old—

they are poorly connected. After birth, and for the next fi ve years the 

human brain triples or quadruples in size, mostly because those cells 

already present at birth become more and more complex and 

interconnected. 

 Here’s one example: nerve cells (neurons) use specialized structures 

called synapses to transmit signals to one another. Th e more synapses 

in a given space, the more information can pass back and forth and 

the more complex the transmission networks. In human newborns 

many parts of the brain start off  with a small density of synapses. 

By 3 months synapse density doubles, and by 3.3 years it peaks 

at three times the starting density ( Figure 4.4 ). Another way to look 

at the development of cells in the brain is to measure how bushy 

individual neurons get. Th is bushiness develops as individual cells 

branch to form more and more cell connections (via those aforemen-

tioned synapses). Again, the more prolifi c the branching, the greater the 

complexity of the nervous system and the more complex an infant’s 

possible behaviors. In newborns individual nerve cells are pretty straight. 

By adulthood there is an exuberance of branches—as much as 800 times 

more than at birth. 



   Figure 4.4      Drawings of the nerve cells and their connections in the fusiform gyrus of the cerebral cortex at birth, 3, 6, and 15 months. This region of the brain 
is involved in processing color information, face and body recognition, word recognition, and within-category identifi cation. 

 (a) Neonate fusiform gyrus, (b) Three-month fusiform gyrus, (c) Six-month fusiform gyrus, (d) Fifteen-month fusiform gyrus     
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 With increased synapsing and branching comes enormous possibility. 

Consider the improvement in vision, the development of motor skills 

(walking, holding a fork and eating, threading a needle), language, and 

all sorts of independent behaviors that emerge as an infant grows from 

total dependency into self suffi  ciency, and then imagine the elaboration 

of behavioral masculinity and femininity in this same developmental 

context  . 

 What, then, can a quasi-experiment tell us about prenatal hormones 

and possible sex diff erences in brain structure or function? Consider the 

many studies of girls born with a genetic anomaly called Cortical 

Adrenal Hyperplasia (CAH). Due to an enzyme malfunction, the adre-

nals of CAH girls make unusually large amounts of androgen, starting 

midway through fetal development. Even though these girls have 

ovaries, the adrenal androgens masculinize their genitals, sometimes to 

such a degree that these XX infants with fully female internal plumbing 

can be mistaken for boys at birth. Th e adrenal malfunction, however, 

leads to an acute medical crisis, and in the ensuing medical response 

even the highly male-appearing XX babies are identifi ed as girls. Once 

so labeled, they receive hormone treatment that reduces the high 

androgen levels. Usually they also undergo genital surgery to make their 

genitals appear more female-like (Fausto-Sterling, 2000). 

 Here is the quasi-experiment. Most likely, adrenal testosterone trav-

eled through the fetal circulatory system, thus exposing the developing 

fetal brain to unusually high levels of testosterone, although we don’t 

know exactly how high the exposure was or when it began and even if it 

was continuous once it started. We also know that due to medical inter-

vention high testosterone exposure stopped shortly after birth, that at 

fi rst there was some confusion about the sex of the infant, and that there 

was considerable medical attention including ongoing hormonal medi-

cation and usually genital surgery all in the fi rst 1–2 years of life. Th e 

question: does the early exposure to high levels of androgen aff ect the 

play behavior of these children, and can we attribute any diff erences to 

the eff ects of prenatal testosterone on the brain? 

 And the answer (drum roll please, wait while I open the envelope . . .) 

is—sort of, maybe, possibly? Play, of course, involves several behaviors 
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including general energy expenditure, and the types of toys or games as 

well as the playmates a child chooses. A perusal of 18 studies of play 

behavior in CAH girls at fi rst looks very impressive. Fourteen of them 

report more masculine behavior in the CAH girls compared to controls. 

(Controls are often unaff ected sisters.) However, the results become 

more confusing when divided up by domain. For example, CAH girls 

do not particularly prefer playing with boys (compared to controls) 

(Berenbaum & Snyder, 1995; Jordan-Young, 2010). Researchers have 

also come up empty-handed when looking for activity diff erences 

between CAH and normal girls. For example, when psychologist 

Melissa Hines and her co-workers observed sex diff erences in what is 

commonly call rough and tumble play (school-age boys do more of it 

than girls), they found no diff erences between CAH girls and unaf-

fected controls (Hines & Kaufman, 1994). Finally, despite some early 

reports, there do not seem to be any reliable diff erences in dominance, 

high energy play, and assertiveness between CAH girls and unaff ected 

controls (Dittman, Kappes, Kappes, Börger, Willig, & Wallis, 1990). 

Th e one consistent fi nding has been that CAH girls prefer more mascu-

line toys (trucks and blocks) than controls and are a bit less likely to play 

with feminine toys such as dolls or cooking implements (Hines, 2009; 

Jordan-Young, 2010). 

 So, of all the play behaviors examined, toy choice correlates with 

CAH in girls. Is this good evidence that androgen overproduction  in 

utero  is the cause? Again, let’s return to the nature of the quasi-experi-

ment. If these were rats, experimenters could “sacrifi ce” them at the end 

of the experiments and examine their brains. But these are children, 

beloved of their parents, with all of the human rights society aff ords. So 

no peeking at the brain. Instead, researchers try to imagine the possible 

causes of the correlation and then argue for or against each possibility. 

Th e last cause standing, as it were, is designated as the real cause. Th is is 

where all the arguing starts. And not only will it not end, it can’t end, 

unless in the future we fi nd a clear, non-invasive way to study the fi ne 

details of brain anatomy and physiology on living humans. 

 But let’s get a fl avor of the possibilities, as so beautifully proposed and 

elaborated by Rebecca Jordan-Young (2010).
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    Attitude 1 : Prenatal hormones produce sex diff erences in the brain. 

Many scientists fi nd this to be the most economical explanation. 

Th ere are several counter arguments, however. For example, since 

other hormones (e.g. cortisone) are also disrupted in fetuses with 

CAH, perhaps it is not testosterone per se but some other aspect of 

the disease that contributes to the altered toy preference. Or, maybe 

the hormone eff ects are indirect, i.e. they don’t change the brain but 

some other aspect of development such as motor skills or 

temperament.  

   Attitude 2 : Th e correlation of toy preference and CAH results from 

social responses to the developmental disorder. Proponents of the 

prenatal hormone explanation have tried to assess whether parents 

behave diff erently to CAH girls than to unaff ected sisters. Th e 

measures used in such assessments either involve retrospective 

questionnaires or direct observations in which the observers know 

which children are CAH and which are not. Each of these 

approaches is fl awed, either by relying on memory of events in 

which the parents have a heavy emotional investment, or by making 

observations without a blind or double blind experimental struc-

ture. Some proponents of Attitude 2 suggest that the fact that CAH 

girls have been under intense medical treatment and have possibly 

had early genital surgery has in some way aff ected the development 

of toy preference (Kessler, 1998). To assess this possibility other 

types of control comparisons would need to be made.  

   Attitude 3 : Prenatal hormones infl uence the development of certain 

traits, but they are far from the sole or direct cause. One study (not 

a quasi-experiment, but a correlational experiment studying normal 

role variability) reported a correlation between more masculine 

gender role development in girls and maternal testosterone 

measured during pregnancy. But the correlation accounted for only 

2 percent of the variability in gender role behaviors for the girls they 

studied. Although the authors emphasize the importance of the 

relationship, they also point out both that it is small, and not neces-

sarily causal or due to a direct eff ect on brain development (Hines, 

Golombok, Rust, Johnston, & Golding, 2002).    
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 Th e point is that quasi-experiments (and there are many more; the 

CAH example is just one example) provide informative data. Th ey are 

worth doing because they represent one of only a few sources of infor-

mation specifi cally derived from human development. But by their very 

nature, the interpretation of results from quasi-experiments remains 

open to ongoing debate (Fine, 2010). One recent scientifi c review 

summed up the diffi  culty: “Th e complexity of human behavior, which is 

powerfully shaped by social infl uences, makes it diffi  cult to answer ” the 

question of whether prenatal testosterone accounts for behavioral diff er-

ences between men and women (Morris et al., 2004: 1038). But we do 

know that at birth the surrounding adults use external genital sex to 

identify new babies as boys or girls. And, according to John Money’s 

developmental story, it is this knowledge (possibly combined with 

eff ects of prenatal hormones) that leads to the next step—the develop-

ment of gender identity.   
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